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Made flesh? Gender and doctrine in religious violence in twentieth-century Spain 

Mary Vincent 

University of Sheffield  

 

In 1947, a Swedish Protestant, Björn Hallström, undertook a clandestine journey through Spain┸ referred to repeatedly as ╅the land of the )nquisition╆ where power 
was in the hands of the Jesuits.i  A man whose explicit mission was evangelisation, 

he perceived ignorance as the main impediment to conversion, but superstition and 

official oppositionをunderstood as the persecution of the word of Godをwere also significant obstacles┻  Spain was┸ readers were told┸ ╅the only country in Europe where the Bible is forbidden literature╆┻  The Franco regime feared the word of God as ╅the beginning of enlightenment╆┸ which had yet to reach Spain┻ )ndulgences, impressions of ╅Saint Mary╆s foot╆┸ queues of well-dressed women and ╅high-ranking officers╆ waiting to see a ╅miracle-working picture of Christ ┼ lying in a glass case╆ all went to show that┸ in Spain┸ in なひねば┸ ╅we are in the depths of the Middle Ages╆┻ii   
 

The tropes of this, admittedly not very well informed, narrative account were those of ╅Black Spain╆┻  References to superstition┸ obscurantism and intolerance served 
both to reveal the nature of Catholic Spain and to show the enormity of the struggle Spanish Protestants faced in spreading ╅the pure and clear word of God┻╆  The images 
Hallström conjured up were, though, familiar to many more than simply Protestant 

evangelists. The liturgical world of Baroque Spain formed a crucial part of the 

imagery of Black Spain and had been used as such by a long line of artists, from 
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Goya, though Regoyos and Verhaeren (1899) to Solana (1920) and Buñuel (1932).iii 

Holy Week was a crucial part of this representation, its images dominated by 

graphic representations of the bleeding, broken Christ.iv  The literary and visual 

tropes of Black Spain are usually categorized in terms of light and dark, progress 

and superstition but they also contain a theological opposition, that between the 

body and the word.   

 

This opposition had been played out in violent form during the massive iconoclasm 

of the Spanish Civil War, 1936-9. During the conflict, an outpouring of anticlerical 

violence claimed the lives of 4,184 priests and seminarians and 2,365 monks and 

brothers.v  This full-scale religious violence erupted only amid the shattering 

conditions of civil war and was among the most murderous ever seen in Europe.vi  

Catholicism had become a definitional cleavage in the symbiotic struggle between 

right and left in Spain.  The violence of the Civil War demonstrated just how deep 

the fault line of religion went by 1936 but it was no new phenomenon.  Attacks on 

ecclesiastical property had been a feature of anticlerical riots since the turn of the 

twentieth century, notably the Barcelona Tragic Week of 1909 that left convents and 

churches burnt throughout the city.  The proclamation of a secular democratic 

Republic in 1931 had led to another outbreak of church burning, most dramatically 

in Malaga where not a single church was left unsinged.  A rapid process of political 

mobilization under the new Republic led to a hardening of attitudes, not least 

around religion, the defence of which became a badge of identity to the right.  An ill-
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conceived socialist rising in October 1934 led to a new outbreak of anticlerical 

violence, which was now directed at people as well as property.vii 

 

Iconoclasm was an intrinsic part of these anticlerical assaults, considerably more 

common than murder or physical attack.  During the Civil War, religious statues and 

buildings were singled out for attack and hidden liturgical objectsをsuch as 

confessionals, relics, and even disinterred bodiesをwere taken out of the cloister to 

be displayed on the street.viii  This juxtaposition of light and dark was not simply an 

echo of the Reformation.  It is, rather, a contention of this paper that the forms of 

religious violence enacted in twentieth-century Spain reflected competing views of 

the incarnation.   It is striking how, for example, anti-Catholic violenceをwidespread 

in the 1930sをwas targeted against bodies, both real and unreal, people and statues, 

while Catholic violence against Protestantsをwhich erupted at certain points in the 

1940s and 50sをwas directed against books, bibles, and the written word.  This 

must reflect devotional differences: the Protestant insistence on the primacy of 

scripture contrasted sharply with Catholic practice around images, which were 

often touched, kissed, or clothed by the faithful. 

 

There were also other differences.  The anti-Catholic violence of the Civil War was 

widespread, affecting every area of Republican-held Spain outside the Basque 

Country.  Its protagonists reflected the wider divisions of the war, with religion 

acting as a marker for the class-based divisions of left against right, poor against 

rich.  Young, male workers, both rural and urban, were thus the principal agents of 
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iconoclasm, both during the civil war and earlier.  A recent study shows a higher participation of ╅rural middling sectors╆ in なひぬは than was previously assumed but 

confirms popular anticlericalism as largely proletarian.ix  In contrast, the anti-

Protestant violence of the 1940s occurred within the context of a victorious 

National-Catholic regime.  The assailants were invariably educated and committed 

young Catholics, often from families identified with the regime. The police 

investigation following an attack on the Protestant chapel in Figueres in March なひねぱ┸ for example┸ identified the culprits as ╅young members of Catholic Action, of extreme religiosity╆.x 

 

The starting point for many of the post-war attacks on Protestant chapels was the 

defence of the Virgin Mary.  Devotion to Mary was the sharpest point of difference between Protestantism and Catholicism and the claim that Protestants ╅do not 
believe in the Virgin╆ was heard time and time again in local anti-evangelical 

agitation.   The actual point of attack was, though, the incarnate word in the shape of scripture┻  )n Aguilas ゅMurciaょ┸ for example┸ on one day in なひねど┸ ╅a group of people┸ 
communicant members of the established Church╆ launched a violent assault on the 

local Protestant chapel, breaking down doors, defacing liturgical objects and, extraordinarily┸ ╅trampling┸ shooting┸ and urinating on bibles┸ gospels and hymn-books╆┻xi  Similarly, during an assault by Requetés on the chapel at Granollers in September なひねば┸ the ╅heretical library╆ was ╅completely destroyed╆ while during the attack on the Methodist chapel in c【Ripoll┸ Barcelona on なな October なひねば ╅いtうhe 
pulpit, organ, notice-boards, pews, doors, windows, the harmonium, piano, Bibles 
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and hymn books were rendered quite useless. It was scandalous to see the large Bible from the pulpit torn into tiny fragments scattered on the ground┻╆xii 

 

It is clear that, in all these cases, the actions of the assailants were transgressive.  

These were not marginal, poor, or criminal elements yet they broke laws against 

trespass, assault, and damage to propery, and offended against accepted social 

standards of behaviour.  What is striking, however, is the religious transgression; 

they involve deliberate attacks on the word, including the word of God.  To urinate 

on, or destroy, Bibles is clearly sacrilege yet the extremes of behaviour shown in 

Aguilas suggest that the perpetrators felt not only a temporary immunity from social 

convention but also a sense that Protestantism itself was a legitimate object of 

attack.  For, in the 1940s, the Bible was neither a feared nor, despite some 

evangelical claims, a banned book in Spain. xiii  What was under attack was the 

position the Word had in Protestant Christianity┻  The notion of the ╅incarnate word╆ 
was entirely foreign to these Catholics who retained not only a bodily understanding 

of God made man but also an explicitly gendered, and bifurcated, understanding of 

this incarnation. 

 

Although Christian churches shared a common scripture, language and history and 

so chose similar tropes and images in depicting their plight during periods of 

attackをnotably that of the early ╅martyred╆ or persecuted Churchをthere was a 

continued emphasis on difference, particularly the distinguishing theologies around 

the position of the Virgin Mary and ideas of Biblical authority.  Devotion to the 
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Virgin was particularly important in demarking the essential difference between 

Protestants and Catholics, as well as the inferior position of the former.  Perceived slights on the ╅honour╆ of Mary could also be an occasion for anti-Protestant 

violence.  Thus, the official account of the attack on the Brethren Hall in Linares in 

1947 begins by describing how: 

 

On June にね┸ about forty people entered the evangelical chapel ┼ talking out loud and smoking ┼ after ten minutes one of them pounded on a bench three times┸ and this served as a signal for all to rise and shout ╉Long live the most holy Virgin┻╊ )mmediately they distributed themselves all over the chapel 

armed with clubs like those the police carry, iron rods and pistols. With these 

instruments, after making the sign of the cross, they broke the lights, 

chandelier, organ, wall clock, pulpit, bookcase and benches, and struck and wounded the defenceless and peaceful Christians ┼ Almost all present at the 
service were terribly beaten.xiv  

 

This account was already embellished: the local Brethren missionary, Rachel 

Chesterman, had originally put the number of assailants at thirty, made no mention 

of smoking, talking or the sign of the cross, and was clear that some, including herself┸ had┸ ╅in the Lord╆s goodness╆ not been hurt┻xv   Those who were protected 

were women; the protagonists were overwhelmingly male. 
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To those who are familiar with the religious violence of the Spanish Civil Warをboth 

much more extensive and more murderousをthis may not come as a surprise, 

though it is interesting to see the same gendered patterns preserved in the inter-

confessional violence of the 1940s.  In the wake of the military coup of 18 July 1936 

that ignited the Civil War, 6,492 priests and monks lost their lives, but only 296 

religious sisters.  These figures were established as early as 1961 and remain largely 

unaffected by subsequent research.xvi  Yet, only recently has gender been employed 

as an analytical framework through which we might better understand not only the 

disparity in the number of victims, but also the nature of the violence, much of 

which was appallingly cruel.xvii  Assaults on both religious personnel and religious 

images often took highly perfomative forms.  Burlesques of processions and 

sacramental liturgiesをincluding marriageをwere common while statues, corpses and living bodies were assaulted┸ mutilated and ╅executed╆┻ 
 

Much of the violence had a sexual theme yet was rarely enacted by women, although 

they did have a much higher incidence of involvement in acts of iconoclasm than in 

violence against the person.  They thus featured far less commonly than men in the 

lists of perpetrators as well as of victims.  This remains the case even if we look at 

victims of sexual violence.  Though sexual taunting and mockery seems to have been ubiquitous┸ sexual assault against nuns was rare┺ Father Montero╆s original 
investigation did not find a single incidence of rape.xviii 
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In contrast, while male rape seems to have remained unthinkable, male victims 

were routinely subjected to sexual violence, from stripping to castration (both pre 

and post-mortem).  In Murcia, for example, in September 1936, several bodies were seized by a mob after an execution┻  That of a local parish priest was ╅horribly profaned╆ and ╅shamefully mutilated╆ before being dragged around the city and 
hoisted onto the bell tower of his own church.xix  In nearby Almería, a priest╆s body 
was found, burnt, battered, and castrated while, in Valencia, a priest who refused to ╅marry╆をinvariably a euphemism for having sexをwas castrated before being shot, 

while sexual taunting and humiliation appears to have been ubiquitous.xx   Priestsを
the primary targets of the anticlerical assailants of the Civil Warをwere thus 

attacked as men even though they were singled out on account of their office.  

Clerical masculinity represented the power of the Church while their celibacy 

represented an affront to how Spanish men were supposed to live their lives.  Hence the anticlerical concern with confession┸ given the priests╆ abilities to pry into the sexual and domestic concerns of other men┸ simply by hearing their wives╆ 
confessions.xxi   

 

There are other clear social and cultural factors that served to protect women 

religious while singling out their male counterparts for attack. The nuns could themselves be the victims of the ╅seductions╆ of the priest┸ enticed into their 
convents by the blandishments of an imaginary God and his all too human 

representative.  Female virginity was valued and respected in 1930s Spain, unlike 

male virginity, which was often viewed with contempt, particularly in popular 
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culture.  Crucially, perhaps, single women required protection┺ the ╅brides of Christ╆ 
belonged to no man.  It is, however, a contention of this article that this differential 

treatment meted out both to and by men and women reflects not only the gendered 

structures of Spanish society but also those of Catholic doctrine.  The masculinity of 

the priests represented the fact of the incarnation, that defining moment in 

Christianity when God took human form.  The idea of God made flesh, and the 

consequent embodiment of the divine in the person of Jesus Christ, not only 

distinguishes the Christian religion from other monotheistic faiths but also makes 

gender fundamental to both doctrinal and historical understandings of Christianity.  

Yet, despite being the central doctrine of Christianity, the incarnation has received 

surprisingly little attention from historians even though Catholic tradition from the 

Counter-Reformation continued to stress the bodily reality of the incarnation and 

the physicalをand genderedをpresence of Jesus and Mary in response to Protestantism╆s new emphasis on God as Word.   

 

Nowhere did this Counter-Reformation insistence on the bodily reality of the 

incarnate God have a greater representational effect than in the Baroque 

Catholicism of southern Europe, particularly Spain.  The Christological emphasis of 

the Reformation led to a flourishing of both devotions and representations centred 

on the Passion, throughout Catholic Europe, from Germany to Portugal.xxii  The 

translationをoriginally by the Franciscansをof this Christological emphasis into the 

annual recreation of the Passion as the object of devotion on the streets of Spain 

every Holy Week not only ensured its survival but also meant that it assumed a 
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familiarity never attained by the formal, Eucharistic liturgies of the Mass. This 

enactment of Christ╆s suffering and deathをthe moment of redemption and so the 

fulfillment and ultimate understanding of the incarnationをcontinued through the 

centuries from the Counter-Reformation into the modern period.  The Holy Week 

tradition thus maintained a surprisingly literal understanding of the sacrificial 

drama of the incarnation as outside historical time.  Its immanence was attested to 

by its ritual recreation in the streets of Spanish cities every Passiontide. xxiii   That 

not all accepted this understandingをor even the ╅fact╆をof the incarnation was 

increasingly evident with the emergence of competing political and religious 

traditions, particularly under the Second Republic (1931-6) when many of the 

processions fell foul of legislation prohibiting public displays of cult. 

 

However, the Holy Week processions maintained an artistic tradition of acute 

physical representation into the modern period, even as iconographic traditions 

changed.   Forged by sculptors known as imagineros, the tradition of working in 

polychromed wood allowed a plasticity to these images that gave them a truly 

astonishing physicality.xxiv  The undoubted masters of these techniques worked in 

the seventeenth century and their worksをand the religious devotion they 

reflectedをhelped to construct the Baroque idiom that was to define Spanish Catholicism┻  The ╅passional culture╆ of devotion to the suffering Christ was central 

to the tradition of the Baroque imagineros, whose works provided graphic anatomical illustrations of Christ╆s human suffering precisely as a site of 
contemplation and worship.xxv  They also thereby established the suffering Christ as 
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the receptacle of humanity, even though, in theological terms, he took his humanity 

from his mother. 

 

The Cristo yacente of Gregorio Fernández (1576-1636) is a case in point.  His images 

of the dead Christ, taken down from the crossをaround fifteen of which were 

produced by his workshopをused ╅hyperreal╆ techniques to convey the physical 
presence of the nude and suffering body with a range of materials including glass for 

the eyes, horn for the fingernails, and painted cork for the open wounds. xxvi   Several 

of these statues remain as objects of living devotion, most famously the Cristo 

yacente de El Pardo, which is now housed in a glass ╅coffin╆ donated in なひねど by 
General Franco, whose palace was nearby.xxvii  That the incorrupt bodies of saints 

are customarily displayed in the same way again draws attention to the ╅reality╆ of 
the body, even though this is made of polychromed wood rather than flesh, bone 

(and wax). 

 

The hyper-reality of these images serves to establish them as the representation of 

the incarnation, testified to by the oozing, bleeding, suffering flesh.  This is God 

made man, hence his nakedness as well as his wounds, seen not only in images of 

the dead Christ but also in the Ecce Homo and Christ of the Scourgingをas well as its 

variant, Christ of the Columnをand, most ubiquitously, in the crucifix.  Cristo de las 

llagas, like its close counterpart, the Ecce Homo, display the wounded, suffering 

Christ, now naked but for a loincloth.  Some of these sculptures, such as those 

crafted by Pedro de Mena, are clearly devotional, half-length sculptures to be seen 
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close up and so confront the pious viewer with the ╅fact╆ of Christ╆s whipping and the world╆s redemption though his blood┻ The image is that of vulnerability┺ Spain┸ as art 
historians often remind us┸ has no tradition of the nude┹ Christ╆s nakedness signifies 
his humanity and his humility.  But it is also the most familiar nude in the Western 

world, both in and outside Spain.  That it was created as such is shown by curious 

details such as Fernández╆s Ecce (omo┸ which was found to have genitals under the 
carved loincloth that had hidden them from view since the image was created.xxviii  The incarnation depended not only on Christ╆s humanity but also on his sex┻ 
 

It is hard not to associate these details with the sustained assault on the male bodies 

of priests during the anticlerical violence of the Spanish Civil War, when clerics were 

routinely stripped of their soutanes and some paraded through the streets.  In 

Cheste (Valencia), pious women [beatas] were invited to watch as the parish priest╆s 
clothes were torn off him, together with strips of flesh.xxix  If these assaults were 

simply anticlericalをthat is, an attack on the institutional power of the Churchを
then their object was the male body of the priest. But if the violence was, as the 

article argues, anti-religious, then its object was the male body as representing the 

incarnate God. The assault on religion played out in this modern, Catholic context 

targeted the physical body of the priest as a representation of the incarnate God, 

defined as the suffering Christ.  It is clearly no coincidence that statues and images 

were also singled out for attack in a phenomenon referred to by ecclesiastical commentators as ╅the martyrdom of things╆┻xxx  In this onslaughtをwhich 

encompassed buildings, archives, and liturgical objects as well as imagesをneither 
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popular sentiment nor artistic merit could save these statues from the flames or the 

axe.xxxi 

 

There is no systematic study of the iconoclasm of the Spanish Civil War and no 

catalogue of the architectural, artistic, and devotional works that were damaged or 

destroyed.xxxii  The ecclesiastical authoritiesをwho compiled the recordsをstress the 

scale of the violence, which affected every diocese in Spain, but generally failed to 

itemize the objects destroyed.  There is thus some anecdotal evidence suggesting 

that images of Christ were singled out for attack but no systematic proof.  In Málaga, 

for example, twenty images belonging to local confraternities were destroyed: 

sixteen were of Christ, including a Cristo de la columna, and only three of the 

Virgin.xxxiii  One of the Málaga images is recorded as having been burnt in the river 

and the ritual destruction or mutilation of statues was common.  Just as with the 

murdered priests, images could be tortured, ritually humiliated, and/or paraded 

before they were destroyed.  In Algeciras, mock processions were held with 

dismembered pieces of images; in Almeria, a statue of St Joseph was paraded round the streets ╅crowned╆ with a spittoon┻xxxiv  There are numerous cases of statutes being blinded┸ mutilated┸ or even ╅married╆ even though they could not see┸ move┸ or 
have sex. In the city of Malaga in 1936, for example, at least two crucifixes by Pedro 

de Mena, including his Cristo de la Buena Muerte, were dismembered, one with axe 

blows. Another was hoisted up with rope in a mock hanging before being dragged through the streets while Mena╆s Cristo de la Misericordia, an image of Jesus carrying 

the cross, was whipped before being paraded and, finally, burnt. xxxv 
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Such apparently extraordinary actions owe much to the Baroque tradition of 

hierophany: statues that moved, wept, or bled featured heavily in the local 

devotional traditions of southern Europe.xxxvi  (oly Week images were ╅intended to 
be active, lifelike presences that would interact with humans and with one another╆┻xxxvii They did not merely represent the divine; they embodied it.  The attacks on these ╅living╆ images of Christ during the Civil War were both a denial of the images╆ power and an affirmation of it.  Their destruction proved their 

impotence even though the rituals that preceded this had confirmed their reality.  As Mary Douglas has pointed out┸ ╅the Sacred can be engraved in the minds and hearts 
of worshippers [and non-worshippers] in more ways than one╆┻  )ndeed┸ many of these ╅mutilated╆ images were subsequently saved┺ Málaga╆s Cristo mutilado is among the most revered of (oly Week images while Madrid╆s Christ of Miracles was 
the object of extraordinary devotion on Good Friday, 1939, a week after the city had 

fallen to Franco.xxxviii 

 

Iconoclasm is, at a very fundamental level, about coding and, specifically, 

recoding.xxxix  The sacred becomes profane; what is revered is treated with 

contempt.  A material use is found for metaphysical objects: vestments and altar 

cloths are remade as cushions, churches are used as prisons and warehouses, pews 

and polychrome statues become firewood. In Hontanares (Avila), the baptismal font 

was used as a cooking pot. xl  There are, however, other kinds of codings already 

embedded in polysemous imagesをor, indeed, textsをthat may also be reflected in 
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the performative act of iconoclasm.  The central representation of the Christian 

incarnation is the crucified Christ. Although Christmas, the feast of the nativity, is 

the moment and celebration of the incarnation, the babe in the crib does not bear 

the same weight of symbolism as does the crucifix. They do, however, share the 

rhetoric of vulnerability.  This may be why, when we look at Baroque statues of 

Christ crucifiedをwhether painted┸ as in Diego Velazquez╆s Cristo crucificado 

(1632),xli or sculpted┸ like Juan Martínez Montañés╆s Cristo de la clemencia (1603-6) or Juan de Mesa╆s Cristo crucificado (c.1618-20)をand examine the male nude at its 

centre, we see what is actually an ambiguous gendering.  Despite the astonishing 

anatomical accuracy of the skeletal structure and musculature, there is a definition 

to the waist and a curve to the hips that gives Christ as victim a distinctly feminine 

outline.  Hence, his vulnerability and also his beauty, both of which are, in turn, 

accentuated by the absence of secondary sexual characteristics. Christ is always bearded but he has no body hair┸ not even┸ in the case of Fernández╆s Ecce Homo, on 

the pubis.xlii 

 

This highly gendered depiction, that both insisted on the masculinity of the 

incarnate Christ and simultaneously denied it, was so embedded in Spanish Catholic 

culture as to have become invisible.  But, during a period of Civil War and 

repression, when violence was ubiquitous throughout society, these understandings 

emerged in various ways, to be enacted through the popular rites of anticlerical 

violence.  The sexual ambiguity of both Christ and the priest made their bodiesを
both real and unrealをthe target and the site for this, highly ritualized, violence. 
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By these same token, these embedded codings may also provide the key as to why 

women were, at least to some extent, protected from this violence, though it should 

be noted that female images were hardly immune from violence.  

 

For many centuries, Mary has been thought to have a central role in the Passion, 

though the scriptural authority for this is slight (John 19:26).xliii  In Spain, the 

sorrowing mother is as familiar an image of Holy Week as is the suffering Christ and 

commonly inspires both devotion and affection, whether as Mary of Sorrows, of 

Anguish, of Pity or of Solitude.  In marked contrast to most images of Christ, 

however, Mary is always fully clothed, the richness and weight of her robes drawing 

attention to the only parts of her body that can be seen, which are her face and her 

hands.  Depictions of the Angustias or the Piedad did, it is true, retain a sense of the 

collapse of the swooning mother, common in earlier depictions of the crucifixion.  

But most modern representations of the sorrowing Mary show a controlled grief.  

Her suffering is depicted emotionally: she weeps rather than bleeds.xliv  The 

redemption is thus achieved through the tears of the grieving Mary rather than the 

blood of the parturient one. 

 

Representations of Mary, though increasingly central to post-1500 understandings 

of the redemption, were also increasingly likely to take unreal forms.  Even in the 

Holy Week imagesをwhere the devotional emphasis is very much on the human 

suffering of a bereaved motherをthe only anatomical detail of Mary that is ever 

revealed is her heart, which is pierced by either one or seven swords.xlv  The 
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contrast with the intense physicality of the tortured body of Christ could not be stronger┻  Yet┸ if Christ╆s human body was the instrument of the redemption, his 

mother was the making of that instrument, for Christ took his humanity from her.  

This is the theological understanding that lies behind the doctrine of the Immaculate 

Conception, systematically defined by Duns Scotus (d. 1308), vehemently espoused 

by the Jesuits, and finally promulgated as dogma by Pius IX in 1854.xlvi  Mary, as 

essential to the task of the redemption, was conceived without original sin and so 

was fit to bear the body of Christ.  She thus escaped mortality: her body was taken 

into heaven before she died, as confirmed in the dogmatic definition of the 

assumption by Pius XII in 1950.xlvii  Taken together with popular traditions that 

insisted Jesus could refuse his mother nothing, the twentieth century saw a 

sharpening understanding of Mary as Co-Redeemer. She became integral to the 

salvation of the world through the incarnation, even as she was recreated as a divine 

rather than a human figure.  For all the emphasis on emotional contact with Mary, 

the Immaculate Conception bore little relation to the young, human mother.   

 

The doctrinal understandings of Mary that received official sanction in the Roman 

church from the 1850s, thus made her into not only the most popular icon in the 

Catholic world but also an increasingly unreal presence.  Iconographically, the 

Immaculate Conception was depicted as both a young girl and a symbol of 

apocalypse; seen as envisaged by God at the beginning of time, she had stars about 

her head, was clothed in the sun, and stood on the moon (Revelation 12:1).xlviii  In 

this guise, she travelled around the world appearing as Our Lady of Guadalupe in 
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1531 in the wake of the Catholic colonizers of New Spain.xlix  This new apparition, 

the foundational myth of Catholic Mexico, transformed and translated the existing 

medieval cult of the Guadalupe image, situated in Extremadura, Spain.l  The Mexican 

apparition legend broke the link between popular advocations of the Virgin and 

historical time, just as the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception had already done 

in theological terms.  In contrast to the Spanish image, which was a wooden statue 

discovered by a shepherd after a miraculous revelation that showed where the 

Virgin had been hidden from the Arab invaders, in Mexico the Virgin revealed 

herself in what was presumably her chosen form.  Imprinting her image on the visionary╆s cloak demonstrated the divine origins of both the apparition and its 
iconography.li  The ╅image╆s styleをthe way it looks╆ testified to its immanence and 
established its atemporality.lii 

The Spanish Guadalupe is one of Europe╆s black madonnas┹ a clothed image, only Mary╆s face and right hand are visible┸ as is the face of the Christchild┻  The Mexican 
Guadalupe is lighter skinned and identified with the indigenous population.  She is the woman of the apocaplyse┸ clothed in the sun╆s rays and standing on the moon, 

usually identified with the Immaculate Conception, occasionally with the 

Assumption.  In many ways, the picture appears more human than her Spanish 

counterpart, whose heavily wrapped body and triangular shape deny any real sense 

of corporality.liii  In contrast, the Mexican image is often identified as a Virgin of the 

Expectationをmore familiarly known in Spain as Santa María de la Oをwho is shown 

pregnant.  The pregnancy is not obvious but was signified, at least among 

indigenous Mexicans, by her girdle.  She is thus very clearly a transitional image; 
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human in her pregnancy, divine in herself.  Her pregnancy, like her immaculate 

conception, was intrinsic to her definition as Thetókos or ╅God-bearer╆┻liv  As in the 

Apocryphal Book of James, where the doubtful midwife, Salome, has her arm wither on contact with Mary╆s intact hymen┸ this birth denies rather than reaffirms her 
human status.lv  The newly delivered Maryをfree from both pain and bloodをis 

indeed intact, her body still sealed. 

By the modern period┸ understandings of Mary╆s virginity had become less visceral 
than in the Apocryphal gospels. As the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception 

developed and was spread around the world by both the Spanish monarchy and the 

Society of Jesus, the eclipse of Mary╆s humanity became complete┻  The suffering 
Christ was now the receptacle of human feeling: Mary was, in contrast, the symbol of 

conversion and divine power. 

Mary Immaculate now became defined by a series of apparitions that began in Paris 

in 1830 and continued to transform modern Catholicism.  The visions at La Salette 

(1846), Lourdes (1858), and Fatima (1917) combined apocalyptic messages and 

symbols with visions of young girls. Significantly, the seers were children and 

adolescents, a tendency that continues in apparitions down to the present day.lvi  

Our Lady of Lourdes and the Virgin of Fatimaをwith their slender forms, white 

robes, and young facesをbecame the most familiar, everyday images of Mary in the 

Catholic world.  But the very familiarity of the plastic statuettes produced in their 

millions by promoters of her cult disguised the fact that Mary Immaculate had now 

become an entirely unreal, spectral presence.   The drama of salvation in the modern 
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worldをwhich depended explicitly on conversion and repentanceをwas revealed through a series of apparitions that demonstrated Mary╆s lack of humanity by 
emphasizing her heavenly presence. 

The apparitions at Fatima┸ and the apocalyptic ╅secrets╆ that were revealed 
periodically by the seer, Lucia, marked a defining stage in this process.lvii  The 

original vision had revealed the Russian Revolution as one of the sorrows and 

betrayals of the modern world and the devotion assumed a new, global, impetus 

during the 1940s, reworked by the logic of the Cold War.  The period 1947-54 saw 

an unusually high level of spectacular religious phenomena, notably apparitions of 

the Virgin, which were taking place through western Catholic Europe at the rate of 

about 14 per year, four times more than was usual between 1930 and 1975.lviii  The 

rapid popularisation of the Fatima cult was part of this phenomenon, with many subsequent apparitions following a similar pattern of revealed ╅secrets╆ and the 
reparation of an unfaithful world.lix  Indeed, at the blessing of the Pilgrim Statue, the 

bishop had prayed that ╅wherever the statue goes┸ may Mary herself always accompany it╆┻ 
 This ╅)nternational Pilgrim Virgin Statue╆をa copy of the Fatima image blessed by the 

bishop of Leiraをset out on a ╅world tour╆ in なひねば┻lx  It passed first through Spain, 

and in this national contextをa mere nine years after the first, and largest scale, 

iconoclasm of a Civil War that the victorious Franco regime viewed as a crusadeを
clearly reasserted the power not only of the Virgin but also of the icon.  Indeed, the 

journey was nothing short of triumphal┻ )n Salamanca┸ ╅the parade of the faithful 
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past the image was constant╆┹ in Seville in January なひねぱ┸ its rapturous reception was 
described as in terms of apotheosis.lxi  Everywhere, miracles were reported: healing 

miracles, conversions┸ and the image╆s constant accompanying by doves┻ The 
presence of the divine thus moved with the statue, testified to by the accompanying doves┸ and serving as ╅a global message in a world under siege from unbelief╆┻lxii  

Inevitably, the Fatima tour led to pastoral letters on Marian devotion in almost 

every Spanish diocese, particularly those through which the image passed.  In Seville┸ Cardinal Segura preached a sermon explaining how she had destroyed ╅the 
new, seven-headed hydra that threatens civilisation╆┻lxiii  Small wonder, perhaps, that 

visits of the Fatima image were associated in some places with attacks on Protestant 

chapels and the destruction of hymnals and biblesをthe incarnate Wordをas an assault on those ╅who do not believe in the Virgin╆┻lxiv 

 

In these incidents of inter-confessional violenceをdescriptions of which began this 

paperをthe power of the Word was juxtaposed with the power of the Virgin. One 

was scriptural, the other miraculous: though both were transformative, at least to 

believers.  Both also depended on particular understandings of the incarnation even 

as they rejectedをor at least reworkedをits original sense as God made flesh, the 

Christ embodied in a suffering, male body.  In contrast, the largely intra-confessional 

violence of the 1930sをcarried out by unbelieving but usually baptized Catholics 

against the clergy and images of their churchをtargeted the incarnate God through 

visceral attacks on the male body of the priest.  It is striking that, during the 

religious violence of the 1940s, the physical understandings of the incarnation as 
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located in and played out on Christ╆s human body were lost┻   But despite the 

bloodletting of the previous decade, religious violence continued in Spain, albeit in a 

new guise.   These new forms, howeverをwith their juxaposition of the Protestant 

Word and the Catholic Virginをstill revealed competingをand deeply genderedを
understandings of Christian narratives of salvation. 
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